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O Sing Unto The Lord
Andrew Gant
(Profile Books, £20 *£17)

From virtuous victim to self-sufficient heroine: Lady Byron
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Biography
Lady Byron and Her Daughters
Julia Markus
(W. W. Norton, £18.99 *£17.09)
WRITERS DON’T always make
the best husbands. Tales tell of the
cold-hearted Thomas Hardy, the
dastardly Charles Dickens and the
philandering Ian Fleming. Yet few
husbands were as dreadful as the
dashing Lord Byron, as revealed
by Julia Markus in her biography
of Annabella Milbanke, Lady Byron.
The biography coincides with the
bicentenary of the birth of Lady
Byron’s daughter, the computerscience pioneer Ada Lovelace.
Lady Byron herself was no mean
mathematician, dubbed by Byron
his ‘princess of parallelograms’,
and the book is an homage to the
women in his circle.
‘Regency high society had only
one rule,’ Miss Markus informs
us: ‘Do whatever you wish—discreetly.’ Lord Byron had little time
for such subtleties and his relationship with Lady Byron provided the
public with regular scandals. The
first half of the book relates the
horrific events of Lady Byron’s early
marriage and her difficulties in
obtaining a divorce. The second
sees Lady Byron come into her own

as a single mother and philanthropist, campaigning for the education
of women and the working poor.
Lady Byron’s transformation
is attended by an extraordinary
cast of supporting characters,
such as the scheming Lady Melbourne, the mentally unstable
Caroline Lamb and the dapper
Charles Babbage, who dreamed
of a steam-powered computer. Most
fascinating of all is Lady Byron’s
fraught relationship with Byron’s
lover and half-sister Augusta Leigh,
her nemesis and yet, in some
senses, her closest confidante. One
of the strangest twists is Annabella’s decision to adopt Leigh’s
illegitimate daughter, Medora.
Miss Markus has a tendency
to emphasise Byron’s effeminacy
(he weeps, he faints), but he remains
the hero of the tale. Whereas Lady
Byron is stalwart and strategic,
Byron is vibrant in his ‘brilliant
poetic spite’—we can’t help but
feel a tinge of regret when he dies,
leaving us in Lady Byron’s capable
hands. The book presents a firm
case against history’s ‘overwhelming devotion to male genius’ and
gives Lady Byron the attention
she deserves. Yet, why is it that
the Devil always has the best
lines? Matilda Bathurst
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CHURCH MUSIC has many of the
best tunes, as anyone deafened
at a rugby match by a lusty Cwm
Rhondda will testify. Whose
eyes do not prickle at Tavener’s
magical The Lamb (1982) or the
soaring top C in Allegri’s
Miserere (about 1638)?
For regular churchgoers and
choral singers, this book is a joyful litany of all that’s right with the
world, but the less well versed
shouldn’t fear a dry lecture: Andrew
Gant, former organist and choirmaster at the Chapel Royal, writes
with cheerfulness and fluency,
invoking all sorts of interesting
historical and political notes.
Early in the book, he has 4thcentury Irish monks ‘bellowing
bad Latin into the wind with a West
Scots accent’. There’s an enjoyable
description of the composer
Thomas Weelkes as a leading ‘bad
boy’ of church music—he’s said
to have peed from the organ loft
onto the head of the Dean of
Chichester, who complained that
he had a tendency to ‘bothe curse
& swear most dreadfully’ when
emerging from the tavern. And
all singers will identify with the
mishap at George II’s Coronation,
when the choir came hopelessly
unstuck with Handel’s four
Coronation Anthems.
Mr Gant agrees with the case
put by, among others, Vaughan
Williams, that plainsong, the fount
of all church music, developed
from inspiring preachers, whose
voices had natural cadence. Monks

and choristers began to enjoy themselves by adding florid twiddles,
at which Pope John XXII complained that ‘their voices run
about all over the place and won’t
be quiet, their ear is drunk with
melody… and a wanton lasciviousness is encouraged’.
By the 15th century, time of
Henry V, people were whistling
church music as they went about
their business, but by the 16th,
musicians became cautious, fearing
the loss of their heads for a tune
too far. Several lost their jobs with
the dissolution of the monasteries
and Elizabeth I needed careful
handling; Byrd, Taverner and
Tallis, who ‘played a blinder’
and was the first to ‘get’ the idea
of writing to show off the voice,
were the great survivors.
The Victorians were mad keen
on hymns—Onward, Christian
Soldiers and Abide with Me—
and Mr Gant pokes fun at
‘a cast-iron certainty of being
right combined with a certain
sentimentality of expression’.
Then there was the resounding
patriotism of Parry (I was Glad,
Jerusalem) and the tragic effects
of war, when harmonies had
to be adjusted due to lack of men.
Even though many of today’s
brides have to resort to YouTube
to choose wedding hymns, Mr Gant
concludes that the state of church
music remains healthy, whether
played on guitar or sung in St
Paul’s, and that, although we still
revere Tallis, contemporary composers produce equally as good
music. He cites a recent moving
carol service in a prison chapel:
‘A tradition that can still do that
has plenty to offer.’ Kate Green
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